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ABSTRACT
The ongoing expansion and addition of new features in software development bring inefficiency and vulnerabilities into programs, resulting in an increased attack surface with higher possibility of exploitation. However, creating customized software systems that contain just-enough features and yet satisfy specific user needs is currently an extremely slow, build-to-order process. In this paper, we propose MORPH, an Interactive Program Feature Customization framework to provide broad capabilities for automated program feature identification and feature customization. Our preliminary results show that MORPH can identify program features at an average accuracy of 92.7% and swiftly generate a variation of self-contained, customized programs in an unsupervised fashion.

1 INTRODUCTION
The rapid inflation of software features results in not only larger software installation footprint, but also an increased attack surface with higher possibility of vulnerabilities. This is especially true in implementations of communication protocols. For example, Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is designed for managing network devices, and Network-SNMP is a widely used SNMP implementation for both Linux and Windows. CVE-2014-3565 [2] vulnerability discovered that an attacker can craft an SNMP trap message to cause a Denial of Service (DoS) attack. While the trap communication in the SNMP is used for network devices to report events, it may be unnecessary and is never invoked under most practical scenarios.

In this paper, we propose MORPH, an Interactive Program Feature Customization framework to provide broad capabilities for (i) identifying program features from various programs and communication protocols and (ii) tailoring/removing (unnecessary) program features and validating the correctness and compatibility of the program customization. MORPH enables two different solutions to identify program features automatically. First, when feature seed information (such as functions and basic blocks that are unique to target feature) are provided, starting from these seed information, MORPH traverses the program Control Flow Graph (CFG) and finds the features of interest. Second, when dynamic traces (that execute different combinations of program features, e.g., as invoked by test-cases) are available, MORPH leverages deep learning to traverse basic blocks in the traces and map them to features. Next, by converting a program into its equivalent Intermediate Representation (IR) of Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM), MORPH can modify the program for different needs. The modified program can be compiled back into an executable binary for further evaluation and validation. Further, MORPH will enable interactive feature customization process and needs minimal user’s involvement. In particular, it makes use of fuzzing technique to automatically test the customized program while focusing on the removed features. The test results are reported back to users to indicate potential issues of improperly modified program. Through the interactive rewriting process, the correctness and compatibility of final customized program can be significantly improved.

To evaluate the effectiveness of MORPH, we provide a preliminary implementation and select several real-world applications/protocols, including thttpd, LibreOffice and OpenSSL. We evaluate the performance of MORPH’s deep learning algorithm for automated feature identification from dynamic execution trace. MORPH achieves an average 92.76% accuracy for feature identification and mapping to binary code. These preliminary results demonstrate MORPH’s ability to swiftly create a large variation of self-contained, customized programs in an unsupervised fashion.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
2.1 Problem Statement and Challenges
In general, program customization involves two tasks: (i) identifying program features from a binary, and (ii) rewriting the binary, in accordance with user needs, to create customized programs. The goal of feature customization creates customized software systems that contain just-enough features to support specific use-cases and can considerably reduce the software’s attack surface, as unnecessary and unwanted features are eliminated even before zero-day exploits.

2.2 Definitions

Definition 1. Feature. A program feature is defined as a set of basic blocks – denoted by $F_i = \{b_1, b_2, ..., b_n\} \subseteq F$ – which uniquely represent an independent, well-contained operation, utility, or capability of the program. A feature at the binary level may not always correspond to a software module at the source level.

Definition 2. Control Flow Graph (CFG). A CFG, $G = (B, J)$, is directed graph comprising a node set, $B$, and an edge set, $J$. In a CFG, a node, $b_i \in B$, indicates a basic block which represents a sequential execution of instructions without any jump instructions. In a CFG, an edge, $j_i \in J$, connecting two basic blocks $b_a$ and $b_b$ indicates a control flow change, $j_i = (b_a, b_b)$, meaning jump from $b_a$ to $b_b$.

Identifying program features can be a very challenging problem, because features often traverse multiple basic blocks/functions across different regions of the binary, with the control flow not possible to resolve statically. Further, a program feature implemented in binary may not correspond to a unique code fragment/module that is separated from others, due to shared code.
3 SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 1 shows a schematic of MORPH, that takes a program binary as input, and generates the program’s CFG in the IR of LLVM. Feature customization in MORPH are done in an interactive and closed-loop fashion. First, program features are automatically identified from seed information or dynamic trace. Second, after reviewing the identified features, a user guides MORPH on how to automatically rewrite the program and remove selected features. Third, MORPH generates a customized/feature-removed program based on user’s directions, and feeds the program to an automatic testing engine focusing on the removed feature. Then, the testing engine evaluates the program and provides test results back to the MORPH user. Based on the testing report, an MORPH user decides whether the customized program meets the requirement and if further iterations are needed.

3.1 CFG analysis

MORPH leverages the LLVM to facilitate the CFG generation and additional analysis. MORPH produces the LLVM IR as the CFG representation for the selected program implementation. Based on the generated CFG, LLVM provides necessary utilities to traverse, analyze and modify CFGs. MORPH will support customizing a program base on its binary format. The output of CFG and Instruction trace analysis allows MORPH to perform further analysis, identify and remove program features.

3.2 Feature Identification

To identify program features, MORPH provides two solutions depending on user needs.

3.2.1 Feature identification by seed information. MORPH can take seed basic blocks and functions as inputs that define unique feature operations, capabilities, or system service accesses, traverse the CFG, and identify all constituent basic blocks for each feature on the CFG. With feature seed information available, we have evaluated the ability of MORPH to identify and isolate different program features in the customized binary in our prior work, DamGate [3] to show that the desired level of feature isolation can be achieved with relatively low runtime overheads.

3.2.2 Feature identification by trace analysis. Using test-cases available to invoke various program features, we can obtain dynamic trace that contains the execution of different combinations of program features, extract the related execution paths, and identify the constituent basic blocks for each feature (or feature combination) in the binary. To this end, we (i) apply trace splicing to extract dynamic execution paths (of invoked features) from the dynamic trace, and (ii) map them to basic blocks in the binary code, to identify program features through their constituent basic blocks. This is a challenging problem because some code blocks in the application binary can have multiple entry points, and hence, the dynamic traces could differ for the same code block. Finally, we consider this mapping problem as a multi-class classification problem, where each function in the binary is considered as a class label, the function’s execution path and basic blocks as samples of the class, and an execution path extracted from dynamic instruction trace as the testing sample. Thus, we can employ Recursive Neural Network (RNN) to obtain binary code vector embeddings at lexical level and train a multi-class Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) classifier to identify the feature-constituent functions. Figure 2 shows the process of our mapping.

3.3 Feature Customization

3.3.1 Interactively remove features. MORPH provides an interactive process for users to guide in the program customization. In a feature, two types of basic block, i.e., entry blocks and exit blocks, are of special interest. Unlike other basic blocks, an entry block has no incoming edge, while an exit block has no outgoing edge. A feature may have multiple entry blocks and multiple exit blocks. Entry blocks defines the entry points for a feature, while exit blocks defines potential return values of the feature. To modify a binary executable and remove a feature, MORPH has two options to remove features. (a) Rewriting exit blocks: only modifies exit blocks can leave the original CFG mostly intact, and thus may leave the vulnerability unchanged in the modified program. (b) Rewriting entry blocks: directly redefines the internal logics of certain program APIs for the identified feature. Modifying entry blocks can easily orphan other blocks (i.e., making these block inaccessible either internally or externally). The orphan blocks can then be clearly marked and removed. The resultant CFG can be consequently simplified. Since the basic blocks in an identified feature are connected, these blocks can be topologically sorted. MORPH will provide necessary interfaces for users to specify how to modify an entry or exit block.

3.3.2 Validate customized programs. For the features preserved in the customized programs, MORPH will not change the execution trace of such features. After binary rewriting, standard program fuzzing techniques [8] can be employed by MORPH to validate if a customized program can still interact with an unmodified application, and won’t crash even if the identified feature has been removed. MORPH takes a fuzzing engine generated test cases to confirm the integrity of program functionalities after customization.
4 PRELIMINARY RESULTS

4.1 Experiment Setup and Data Collection

We implemented each of the module in our system to collect early experiment results. Our experiments are conducted on a 2.80 GHz Intel Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 20-core server with 16 GByte of main memory. We select different sets of real world applications: (i) SPEC 2006 suite [1], bzip2 and hmmer; Bugbench suite bugbench [5], polymorph and man and (ii) Interactive applications including a light-weight web server thttpd, version beta 2.23, an open source office suite LibreOffice and a web browser, links. (iii) A TLS and SSL protocol, OpenSSL. In our trace analysis module, we collect static execution paths using Depth First Search as training dataset and dynamic execution paths as testing dataset for evaluating the accuracy of the pre-trained models. We chose the hidden node size as 500 in RNN and 200 maximum iterations for RAE.

4.2 Accuracy of function mapping through trace analysis

Figure 3 presents the accuracy of function mapping through trace analysis in Feature identification. MORPH achieves an overall average accuracy of 92.76%, with the highest up to 96.28% in man from bugbench. We note that the mapping accuracy of larger programs, such as bzip2 and thttpd, is higher than that of smaller programs like polymorph due to larger execution traces available for training the CNN classifiers. For the applications with more functions, such as OpenSSL, the overall accuracy can be as low as 88.75% since there are more classes for classification. Further improving the performances via deep learning or by introducing formal analysis provides directions for interesting future work.

4.3 Feature Customization

Figure 4 shows the number of selected features for each benchmark and the number of customized programs we are able to create. When the features are identified by users, MORPH produces multiple customized binaries containing different feature combinations. The number of customized programs is calculated after interactive feature removal. Since each feature can contain both unique and shared functions, there are some scenarios that multiple features are tightly coupled and cannot be customized separately.

5 RELATED WORK

Program de-bloating removes redundant code from programs. Most prior works focus on source code. For example, Jred [4] proposes a method to remove unused methods in JAVA program, which utilizes call graph analysis and operates at IR level. Different from program de-bloating, binary reuse is aimed at reconstruct program binary from execution trace for further analysis. Moreover, none of the above works are aimed at program feature customization. Learning-based approaches have been proposed for both static and dynamic program analysis. StatSym [7] combines symbolic execution and statistics analysis for vulnerability discovery. SIMBER [6] proposes a statistical inference framework to eliminate redundant bound checks and improve the performance of applications without sacrificing security. In MORPH, deep learning-based methods are used for trace analysis.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose MORPH, an Interactive Program Feature Customization framework to provide broad capabilities for automated program feature identification and feature customization. MORPH enables users with two solutions for feature identification and interactively remove program features with validation. In our preliminary implementation and evaluation of MORPH, we chose real-world applications and our preliminary results shows that MORPH is able to identify features at an average accuracy of 92.7% and generate a large variation of self-contained customized programs. For the future work, we will make our system fully automated and conduct a thorough experiment on customized programs validation using fuzzing techniques.
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